
CHAPTER 1  

Laughing and Dancing, Music feeling the room, people cheering. Candice 

stepped out feeling dizzy, Fifi and Lucy comforting her. They asked if she 

was ok, and she threw up, they both looked at her, worried. Fifi and Lucy 

looked at each other and said “we need to have a meeting” 

Two weeks later 

Before she knew it Candice was sitting in front of Fifi and Lucy. 

“We are worried,” Lucy said sympathetically  

“Yes, we really are” Fifi added 

Candice was confused so she asked why then they said that whenever they 

go to a party Candice always must get drunk, Candice denied then Lucy and 

Fifi looked at her knowingly and then she admitted it, but she could always 

try not to get drunk, but she always seems to get drunk and then she 

suddenly started breaking down in tears. Lucy stood up and started 

comforting her but for some reason, Fifi did not feel a hint of guilt or sympathy 

for her, so she just looked at her confused.  

The next day Candice and Lucy were walking for lunch and forgot all about 

Fifi (Fifi was finishing her homework, Fifi did not finish her work so she tried 

to finish it so she could not get in trouble with her teacher). When Fifi finished 

(5 minutes after class) finishing her work she noticed her friends were gone 

she did not say anything she just said in her mind,  

“Not again” 

It happened quite sometimes but Fifi was not complaining she was tired and 

tried her best to keep up but inside it hurt her. That kept on going every Friday 

like a pattern never-ending pattern of the same thing. And one day she 

decided to confront them about it.  

 

 

“You guys the reason I called you here was that I have really been feeling 

left out it happens EVERY Friday and I am starting to feel really left out,” Fifi 

said as sympathetic as she can be 



“We are sorry if we made you feel left out, we didn’t mean to be rude from 

now on we will try not to leave you out EVERY Friday” Candice said filling 

sorry 

“Thank you for understanding my problem at least I got it out of my chest I 

feel way better now” Fifi signed in relief 

After that Fifi felt like she and her friends were getting closer and closer with 

her friends like they were understanding each other better and getting to 

know the key feature of each other likes dislikes and important secrets    

 

When Fifi was going to school, she noticed a door that said ‘DO NOT 

ENTER’ on it and she was curious so she went down and asked her mother 

what was in the room she replied hesitantly and said that she shouldn’t worry 

about it, but that made Fifi even more curious to know what was in the room 

but didn’t let it bother her too much. Immediately when she entered the class, 

she told Candice and Lucy about it they were surprised and thought that they 

all should see what was in that room one day. So, after that, the lesson 

started and they had a math quiz the girls were lucky they revised cos they 

all finished at the same time and skipped happily out of school going to snack 

“Isn’t it weird that we finished at the same time?” Fifi said skipping 

“Yes, it is it is like we really are meant to be 

 When snack was over the girls were coming back to class when they saw a 

person in all black behind them, they thought he/she was a new student, so 

they did not let it bother them 

“What do we have next,” Fifi asked them a bit worried 

“I think we have English,” Candice said getting her book 

“Why don’t we have something else like Art!” Lucy exclaimed. 

Then after that, they had to go into groups of three, and of course, without 

thinking the gurl chose each other they were supposed to right each poem 

and combine them to make one big one  

“Let’s start,” Lucy said with a hand getting ready to wright 



After that, they finished the work in the middle of the lesson and had free 

time for the rest of the lesson. While they were talking about how good their 

poem when they tripped over something when they    

“What was that,” Lucy said with tears in her eyes (from laughing) 

“It’s like it just randomly disappeared” Candice added with a scary voice 

They all started laughing again -still seating on the ground- so when they all 

stopped laughing, they finally got the strength, got up, and went ahead to 

walk to lunch 

They got into the lunchroom, and they saw no one was there they were 

confused they looked at the time it was lunchtime, but they saw no one there 

for some reason. They asked one of the lunch ladies and they said everyone 

gathered for an announcement in the reception, they all ran to the reception 

so they could not miss the announcement when they got there still was no 

one when they wanted to go back to the lunch lady she was also gone.  

They checked the whole school but there was no one it is like everyone just 

vanished. Creeped out they got their bikes and went to Fifi’s house they were 

confused when they saw all three of their moms there, but their moms looked 

worried 

“Where have you been” Fifi’s mom jumped up in relief when she saw them 

“We were at school but when we wanted to go to lunch there was no one 

there, we asked the lunch lady and she told us that everyone was in the 

reception but when we checked there still was no one so we went back to 

the lunch lady but she was also gone” Fifi continued out of breath “so we 

checked the whole school no one was there and so we finally decided to get 

our bikes and rode home” 

“But the teacher told us that they were sending everyone home, you guys 

must have rushed to get out of class” Candice’s mom spoke up 

“Oh, makes sense,” Lucy said in a sigh of relief 

The girls asked why they were sending everyone home, but the moms also 

did not know why. So, they called to ask why but they were not answering, 

Lucy’s mom and Candice’s mom decided they were going to a sleepover, 

the girls were so happy they jumped in excitement. Fifi took both of their 



hands and drugged them to her room but first, she showed them the ‘DO 

NOT ENTER’ room, Candice tried to open it, but it could not open, so they 

proceeded to go to Fifi’s room. All of them gathered on Fifi’s bed and wanted 

to tell spooky stories. Lucy was the one who was most scared of scary things 

even the mildest amount of scare she was soft so before they started with 

the scary stories, Lucy got Fifi’s teddy bear and strangled it as they started. 

 

 

Candice started “Have you ever heard the tail of the vanisher, it would wake 

up at 00:10 and look for desperate souls get them, and does something with 

them because they never see the desperate souls again legend says it is still 

alive a bigger and scarier than ever and is coming for the weak”  

Lucy was shaking burying her face in the teddy bear and curled up in Fifi’s 

arms. Fifi and Candice could not help but laugh it was Fifi’s turn 

“Have you heard the tail of the Camera Stranger, there’s a camera that takes 

pictures but, in the pictures, there is always someone in the background 

wearing all black face covered that camera was found by a couple and stays 

hidden safe from anyone”  

Right after Fifi finished Lucy had already passed out Candice’s face was 

horrified. 

“Okay that’s it for today night, let’s sleep,” Candice said calming herself down 

The girls slept. But at 3:00 am Fifi woke up to a scary sound coming from the 

‘DO NOT ENTER’ room and it was glowing red, when she came closer to it, 

she turned the doorknob it opened, and inside it showed a black figure when 

it was about to show its face, she woke up  

“It was a nightmare,” Fifi said in her mind it was 7:00 in the morning and Fifi 

went to check out the room the door could not open. 

“That is weird in my dream it was…” “Never mind” and she went back to bed 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 2 
 

It was school the next day and the girls were preparing to go, lucy still shaking 

from last night, so Fifi and Candice were trying to calm her down. While the 

girls were riding their bikes (They always ride their bikes to school) and while 

they were entering the school, they bumped into a boy who was reading a 

book. When they collided his book dropped, Candice just walked away and 

Lucy followed, but Fifi helped him pick up the book apologized, and walked 

away trying to keep up with her friends. When it was class, they were learning 

about literature, and they were supposed to make a poem with ten stanzas 

they had exactly 20 minutes to finish the work. Candice and Lucy left saying 

that they will save a place for her leaving Fifi in the classroom then, she then 

noticed that the boy she bumped into was in her class when she had finished, 

she walked up to him to ask him what his name was but then he just got up 

and left, she thought that was mean but left it 

She found Candice and Lucy waiting for her near the playground and called 

them so they can go. While they were walking around the school talking 

about which teachers they like the most and which teachers are just being 

mean to them, they saw the same thing ‘thing’ they saw following them but 

instead of following them it was 

just staring at them they found it 

weird, so they walked the opposite 

direction and completely ignored 

the fact they were being watched 

 

After that, they went to go eat 

lunch. Candice and Fifi finished 

eating lunch and left Lucy with her 

other friends. Candice and Fifi 

decided to seat down on the 

pavement and talk when Fifi saw 

the same boy and Told Candice she was coming and walked up to the boy 

when he was about to get up, but Fifi held his hand this time 



“Why do you keep on running away from me” Fifi said trying to force a smile 

“Your d-dangerous,” he said mumbling 

“What,” Fifi said in confused 

“I said too much, I have to go” the boy dashed away without saying any other 

word 

Well, that was weird. Fifi returned to Candice still confused then Lucy joined 

them before sitting down Lucy tripped on something but when she looked to 

see what she tripped on there was nothing 

“Fifi you are so clumsy,” Candice said giggling  

“But I swear there was something there it’s like it just disappeared” Lucy 

wondered still looking around to see what she tripped on 

“Maybe it’s just in your mind” Candice replied 

“You know what maybe you are right” Lucy answered trying to cheer herself 

up  

But Fifi knew something was not right and then it took her back to the other 

thing the boy was talking about and because she was so eager to find out 

what he meant by ‘dangerous’ she spent the whole lunchtime thinking about 

it. Class time and she was still l thinking about it, but the teacher called her 

and told her to pay attention, she stopped thinking about it and then opened 

her book.  

The class was over and they were walking in the hallway when a locker just 

swung open and hit Fifi on her face (she started bleeding from her nose), 

she checked to see who did that to her but there was no one. Fifi thought 

that someone was trying to prank her, so she asked people who were around 

to see if they saw someone do it, but they all said that there was no one 

passing on the side she was walking but her. She had to first go to the nurse 

because she was bleeding from her nose. After that, she told her friends 

what happened 

Lucy said “That’s weird first I tripped and the thing I tripped on randomly 

disappeared then a locker suddenly hit you in the nose and no one pushed 

the locker, but nothing has happened to Candice” 



“Nothing hasn’t happened to me because I have done nothing wrong to this 

world,” Candice said proudly 

“Nothing hasn’t happened to you yet whoever is doing this is waiting for the 

right time to get you, but it will be today because I and Lucy experienced it 

today so yours may happen like at lunch so be careful,” Fifi said warning 

Candice 

They changed the topic and talked about when they should have a play date 

when a teacher found them talking and said they should go to class because 

they were late, so they got their bags and went ahead to walk to class. They 

reached class and saw no one there, they checked their timetable, and they 

had that class but there was no one there, why? 

They went to ask the teacher (the one who told them to go to class) but the 

teacher was acting differently. When they entered his office, he was twitching 

weirdly and went out of his sit, instead of waking up to them he approached 

slowly them with his head facing the back of his hands and legs. When he 

was halfway there his head turned 180 degrees and looked at them with this 

terrifying look. His eyes were wide open the flesh supposed to be on his face 

was gone and black paste was coming out of his mouth then out of nowhere 

he started crawling quickly to the girls when they saw him, they screamed 

and started running as first as they could until they reached a classroom and 

looked the door 

“W-what is h-happening,” Lucy said shaking 

“I don’t know but we have to get out of here as fast as we can,” Fifi said 

determined and scared 

Candice looked through the door to see if anything were there then out of 

nowhere a zombie (the same creature that looked like the other teacher they 

saw) rushed to the door then bunged their head on the door and their black 

blood dripping slowly while staining the door, Candice ducked down so she 

could not be seen 

“There are more out there this is going to be a lot harder” 

The girls started to look for things in the class to use to protect themselves 

they could not find anything other than rulers and scissors they had to make 

a good plan that they could use to get out of there 



Fifi started “This plan must be correct and to get out of here because 

according to us with think that we are the only ones here with these ‘zombies. 

First, we need to check if there is anyone else who is not a zombie because 

we cannot leave anyone here” 

“And do you have a plan to first get us out of this classroom without getting 

bitten or seen by a zombie” Candice spoke  

“Actually, I think I do” Fifi replied 

“Is it safe?” Lucy said expecting a convenient answer 

“Sorry Lucy, not very,” Fifi said disappointing Lucy 

“Ok so what’s the plan,” Candice said preparing herself 

“Ok so here’s the plan, first we check if anything is either guarding the door 

and waiting for us to come out or randomly passing by. Then we slowly try 

to open the door if a zombie comes charging at one of us uusingthe pairs of 

scissors to defend ourselves, so our main goal is to check every classroom 

and find people because we could not have been the only ones here. 

Second, after trying to collect all the people we make an unescaped plan” 

Fifi started standing up “Ok on the count of three we go out 1... 2… 3 now” 

They opened the door and zombie came charging at Lucy, but Fifi hit it with 

a wooden ruler 

“Lucy, you need to defend yourself and fight your fear”, Fifi said while 

whipping the blood of the ruler 

Lucy shook her head took a big breath and gripped the scissors in her hands 

and got ready. They moved to the next classroom but there was no one, so 

they went on going. While they were looking for more people, they entered 

a closet that had a shove, crowbar, and a stick they had a good advantage 

to use them to get out. They reached the hallway and all the zombie turned 

to them (they were like twenty of them) and ran they started bashing the 

zombies as hard as they could with their weapons, they got blood all over 

themselves but did not care because they just wanted to get out. They 

finished checking the whole second floor and moved on to the first floor they 

were even more zombies there   



CHAPTER 3 

 

 They went downstairs and saw the 

zombies crowding the place. They 

had to disguise themselves so they 

could keep on checking for people 

the Art room was on the second 

floor, so they painted themselves 

and went down undetected. They 

checked all the rooms until the last 

room it was the boy again, he was crawled up in a corner when he saw the 

girls, he shouted at them not to hurt him the girls calmed him down and 

showed him it was just paint and that there here to help him get but first they 

had to know what the boy knew about what was happening  

He started explaining” My name is Aiden and my parents told me when they 

were young the same zombie apocalypse happened to them, but the 

zombies had a leader someone called Fifi, that’s why I was avoiding you 

because I was scared that you would start it again but look where we are 

now I guess maybe my parents were wrong maybe it was someone else but 

we still need to find out who started the whole thing” 

“Ok Aiden thank you for the extra information now we know that someone 

started this whole thing but who, ok first we need to disguise you too so you 

can also fit in” Fifi started putting paint on him. When they were done, they 

continued walking but one of the zombies spotted some skin on Fifi and 

came charging at her, but she hit it other zombies saw that and ran to them. 

Fifi quickly passed Aiden a wrench and they started bashing the zombies 

heads they got tired and ran downstairs they were even more this time they 

were like 70+ but they kept on running until they reached the door, but it was 

locked they had to turn they ran to another classroom and locked the door 

the zombies where bunging on the door but they carried a locker to block the 

door so it doesn’t break  

 

“What are we going to do now, the door is locked there are zombies 

surrounding the place and there are no other exits,” Candice said losing hope 



“What about the back” Lucy mumbled 

“What was that Lucy” Fifi said trying to listen to what she was saying again  

“I said what about the back” Lucy said louder 

“You know what that’s not a bad idea, one of us has to go check” 

“I’ll go I can squeeze through small spaces which will make it way easier for 

me” Lucy said standing up 

“Ok Lucy be safe” Candice slowly opened the door enough for her to 

squeeze through they saluted her goodbye, and she went she kept a low 

profile and reached the back door only to find out it was also locked. She 

returned and knocked on the door to let her in when they are still opening 

the door, they see the zombies coming to her, so they quickly pulled her in 

and blocked the door. The zombies were getting stronger and stronger 

because it was getting hard for the door shut, they kept on knocking the door 

open so they got another locker so it will be a little harder to open 

“Now, now what all the widows are boarded, and the doors are locked” 

Candice said with a sad face 

“I have an idea we can use our weapons to break the window because they 

must be more zombies right out the door after maybe breaking the wood 

from the windows, we can use something to climb down they should be at 

least one corner with no zombies, so how does that sound” 

“That’s actually a good idea Aiden ok let’s go and find a window that doesn’t 

have bars”  

They opened the door and ran to the highest floor were none of the windows 

had bars (the older people were not dumb enough to would not jump out If 

they still want to live of course) and searched for something like a long cloth 

but could not find anything. Then lucy remembered that she saw a cloth tied 

on the front door to go outside and told her friends 

“The only problem is it’s tide tight and will be difficult to be undone someone 

will have to take tie undoing it and the others will protect them so who is good 

at undoing tight notes” Lucy said while looking around 

“I think I can do it my mom, one time my mom couldn’t undo a note then I 

helped and undid it in less than 20 seconds,” Candice said proudly 



“Ok then we will first make it downstairs, and you guys will cover me when 

we reach the door,” Candice said tying her hair in a bun 

While they were running downstairs Lucy and Aiden were protecting Candice 

from the back and Fifi was protecting her from the front until they reached 

the door. Fifi let Candice pass and do her work while the rest were protecting 

her. After 1 minute Candice finished untying the note and they all ran back 

upstairs o to see if it was long enough, but it was to short they had to think 

of something else to get out it was already 7 pm so they had to think about it 

tomorrow they went to the library locked all the doors and found there was a 

carpet and pillows and so they slept 

In the morning Fifi woke up to a zombie coming towards her she hit it the hit 

woke up everyone else 

“What was that” Aiden woke up alerted 

“Nothing it was just a zombie, so should we rest more or wake up early” Fifi 

yawed while waking up 

Everyone agreed on sleeping 

“Waking up early it is” Fifi slowly opened the curtain and saw the zombies 

“We have a long day ahead of us get up sleepy heads” Fifi then slapped 

everyone with a pillow forcing them to wake up she checked outside to if 

zombies there were on the door there were no zombies. She slowly opened 

the door and looked through the hallway seeing someone in the corner crying 

with her face covered Fifi thought  that she was also a human so she walked 

up to her but when the girl showed her face her eye balls were hanging down 

her face and her body began twitching Fifi ran as fast as she could back to 

the library but the thin was also so quick so at the last step she jumped and 

shouted  

“Now” and it was the end of the monster 

“We need to be more carful with these zombies they can be deceiving and 

when they deceive you who knows if you’ll ever see your future children 

again” 

Everyone agreed and spread out it to groups of two Aiden went with Candice 

and Lucy went with Fifi. Fifi and Lucy were going to look for a key (the front 



door was locked with a lock and they hide the key somewhere down stairs) 

Candice and Lucy then went looking for a long cloth still to climb down they 

got the plan if anyone finds either a cloth or a key they report to the library 

as fast as they can the prize is freedom, they then started with the hunt 

Fifi and Lucy went downstairs where most of the zombies were and carefully 

sneaked through them, when they were so close to passing through Lucy 

sneezed and all the zombies turned to them Fifi said 

“Run” 

They ran as fast as a car itself leaving the zombies in the dust, but little did 

they know, one of the zombies’ fingers came off and entered Lucy’s pocket  

             

 They started looking in each classroom for the key (Each classroom took 

one hour just one look for one key). 3 hours had passed, and the girls had 

no sight of the key then went back upstairs to the library finding Candice and 

Aiden as exhausted as they were. Suddenly Lucy felt something tickling her 

she checked in her pocket just to see a finger, she quickly grabbed to and 

threw it out of the window, there was a big splat, 

“How did that get in there,” Lucy said in disgust  

“It must have snuck in your pocket when we were snicking through the 

zombies, anyway, did you guys have any luck” Fifi spoke feeling excited 

“We haven’t had any luck at all, how about you” Aiden said still breathing 

heavily 

“We to didn’t have any luck we checked for 3 hours and nothing” Lucy 

answered 

“Ok let’s rest and continue later” Candice said taking her shoes off 

So they rested for a 1 hour, while they were resting they forgot to lock the 

door (You may be like what will happen all the zombies are down stairs right, 

wrong, zombies can climb stairs and it just had to be when a zombie was 

looking for food it came in the library and took one bite of a… book it hated, 

so it spit it out and left the library without seeing the people who it could’ve 

eaten (so dumb right) 



CHAPTER 4 

 

They woke up and started the hunt again only this time they moved together. 

They knew the key was downstairs because they were more zombies there, 

so they tried camouflaging themselves failed, and almost got themselves 

killed, second, they tired crawling but bumped into one zombie and almost 

got themselves killed, third they tried hiding and mistook one zombie for a 

cloth and guess what almost got themselves killed again 

They were right about to Give up when something hit Aiden  

“I have an idea” Aiden announced  

“What is it,” said Candice 

“Since all of the zombies are down, and we can’t find any cloth we can just 

go out of the window in those barriers outside and just keep on slowly 

jumping on them until we reach down” Aiden proudly said while standing up 

“Sorry for bursting your bubble! 

  

 

  

 


